
2.3.2. Teachers use ICT enabled tools including online resources for effective teaching and 

learning process (Write description in maximum of 500 words) 

 

 

 

 

 

Every  class room is well equipped with LCD projector, remote, desktop computer, cordless 

mic and speaker to enable the faculty to present the lectures and learning sessions.  The sessions 

are conducted with the help of  power point presentations and video lectures, motivating the 

students for active learning. 

In addition to chalk and talk method of teaching, the faculty members are using the IT enabled 

learning tools such as PPT, Video clippings , Audio system, online sources, to expose the 

students for advanced knowledge and practical learning. 

All the faculties use interactive methods for teaching. The major emphasis  is on classroom 

interaction in terms of research paper presentations, seminars,  debates, group discussions, 

assignments, quiz/tests/viva and laboratory works.  College provide online library facility for 

faculties as well as student for enhancing their skills by e-consortium 

 

The entire College premises and campus, including parking, cafeteria, hostel are Wi-Fi 

enabled.. Dedicated computer laboratory with latest softwares with  internet connection has 

been arranged.  Wi-Fi facility for access of internet is provided on  student and faculty  laptop 

and mobile devices throughout the campus premises.  Firewall and other security is provided 

to Wi-Fi users and it is accessed and controlled by the system administrator. 

INTERACTIVE TEACHING 

Interactive teaching  methodology is adopted to encourage the student’s  participation increases 

using multimedia tools and presenting demonstrations.  
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Notice to students to encourage online learning and resource collection.  



 

Library services information for the students. 



 

Display of the Journals subscribed by College for the students research and projects.  



 

ICT -  Wireless audio microphone for easy effective teaching while moving around the 

classrooms  



 

Every Classroom is well equipped with desktop computers and Projector Screens. 

 

Students making adequate use of youtube and online learning sessions.  


